
Dear Jin, 2448 interrogatories;CIA secrecy 1/22/76 
This will be too late to include in them but 4f you have to argue the last section and f or when you draw together what we lear and perhaps whgt they try to hold back it may be important. 

¥hat wo have been cddressing is Briggs and CIA's honesty and integrity with regard to the law as it applies to them. They reluctantly pretend that the law does apoly to them, that they abide by it and then they set about twisting interpretations they are never Called upon to justify to convert the law into a license for secrecy, which is the most dangerous enemy of any free sooiety. 
Whet I started putting together with the Mexico cable and can already carry much farthur with that is that in fact, in actuality as well as in law, there never was any need to mask the names I singled out and many more in those Hexico cables. 
I forgot a glaring onesLEGAT., This is legal attache, or the accredited FBI rep(s). They arc all publicly accredited to the Mexican government, Their names appear in all directories, public information. 

: 
There is fhe cult of secrecy all intelligence agencies seek to consolidate. This Means they can t be subject to society's Supe.:vision and became an agency without any meaningful control and without any being even possible, 
There is something else I forgot to tell you. Once I read those cable I filed an appeal and/or a request for an unmasked set. It has yet to be acknowledged. I can't begin to tell you how many times I've asked about it. Theytll mention other things but never this, I did it as recently as yesterday and the day before. Hach time I cite an illustration of a request not even acknowledged to no avail, Now that a year late they've admitted to he that they have accession numbers I still can t get all of mine. Even the numbezs. 
They build this confusion in to thwart the law and the applicant. We have to take them at good faith, I+ doesngt exist. They have the smiling mask of it but never the actuality. 

Ink this we carry a heavier load, a greater responsibility, than in this suit. There are no others who can make the record we can that might do something toward endins thia very dangerous situation, especially as exemplified by those Mexico cables, where there is a realOlife Strangelovian story. 

I belicve this is move than relevant to what is befors the court - it is essential, In our case as in the wider application and need, We have to prove a negative-they did not do right with whet they keep secret. Tig is the Opposite of what the law says to begin with. It puts the burden of proof on them. In practise they merely cite claims and assume their citation 1s instant proof. I have not seen one honestly applied, one ever explained in any meaningful wey, one that a litigant or judge could understand. So to establish to the judge what the actualities are we have to go into practises in gensral not just these transcripts, because they also keep the contents of the transcripts secret. Any judge who examines them in camera has to be the worlds best and most widely~informed person. He has no way of knowing what is secret and what isn't. Nor does he have any way of knowing what is almost invariably true, that the secrecy does not exist where the claim of defense need is-fowm potential enemies. It is close to axiomatic that secrecy is from the Ame-icen . people only. 

I didn't realize how much on this I was trying to draw together while doing the drawing together. The practise is that there were no copies ever treated as the regulations require, copies and pages got lost and nobedy worrisd a bite Ford's coples were at Michigan for years with no existing record that anybody was at ali concerned about what TOP SECRET means. Then there is the casual letter from the Archives saying it is to be treated as TOP SECRET, No investigation to see if it is mechanically possible. None to see if 
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the people who will have access are secure in any way. When I went after the transcripts 
and they imew they’d be called to account, they abandone? the spuricus clascificstion 

of the Hay 19 transcript and merely called ti a personnel record (where the law says 
"solely," too.). The accounting of the Dulles records is in terms of cartons! Entirely 
undescribed. Can it be believed that there is no need for any kind of security on the 

records of the former head of CIA? I saw none in skimming them in the Abgug hearings. 
Inagins that he can give his records away! That they can get out of government 

possession if National Security is the real concern! 
So what we are doing because we feel wo are compelled to do it is giving the judge 

& wounded story, Among our needs to do it in this case is to prepare him to evaluate 
where specific knowledge of the contests is denied us so that we in practise have to 
assume the burden that is theirs under the lew. 

There is no way we can do this adequately without addressing the questions ine 
volved in the broadest possible way. “his meuns practise and the concepts of the people 
who use the words that are those of the law in ways the law neither permits nor by any 
extension visualized. : “ 

One of the problems is that these people recognize what to then its a higher authority 
than law. £% is secrecy. They equate it with national survival, Genuinely. 14 is their faith. 

The go to church, love their families and are dedicated. 
But to what? The cult of secrecy. 
tet as Robinson saidhe does not question their good faith. 
From our extensive experience there is no basis for assuuing good faith and because 

he has said he does not question it, when fe will be ealled upon to act and to decide 
and to evaluate their good faith in these matters becomes the issue Robinson himself 
has meade it. 

Xobody ever has the balls to stand up to them on the central issue. With the record 

we have we can and should. If we do we can mean much for the law and make at least a 
beginning to fencing the rogues in the forest they have already trampled. 

Here they are claiming to be reforemd, admitting those of the serious abuses of 
the past that for years were genuinely subversive and they called them "national security." 
Stealing the mail regularly and for years saying it yielded no "intelligence." So they 
have reformed. How have they reformed? Take the case of my personal records end their 
lies for five years, then their feeble pretenses of having nothing. Then theybegin to 

‘dribble it out, each time svearing, with Briggs the chief false swearer, that they have 

no more, Then they say they have wore but it is immune. Then they let a little more of 
that out. What do we find is imuune? My miligare records of hospitalizatoon and transe 
fer. Yet these are so incomplete they do not show my medical discharge or 2 decoration 

they through their predecessor awarded Hey The top general himself, Donovan. They give 
me a page that mentions me, you have it. “t is brely reabable yet I have a very clear 
copye They hide end claim a legal right to hide what can't be Widden and with another 
wasn't. They go beck more than 30 years and whon I was a good citizen and did for the 
intelligence agencies what they did not do for themselves they finally give me menos 
that vefer to people I spoke to and worked with and clkiming they are protecting against 
#elearly unwarrented privacy" they mask the names the memo itself shows I know! 

A They claim they have all but the materials I provided, the Nazi plot to overthrow th 
“hijean governnent. They de not deny FOR used it in his fireside chat on that. They do ad 
that I gave it to his son, a Saptain working for them.Aside from the obvious, that there 
nevor was any need of hiding this frou me and that FDR made it public as wag then pose 
sible, what kind of intelligence agency is it that does not and cannot keep records of 
this kind? What does intelligence mean? What is necessarily secret, warns us axain fored, 
hazards? And what an example Chile is, with their record in Chile! 

I keep telling them I have their records they have not given me, They do not even a 
me what records. I keep telling then I have proof of deliberate withholding snd the 
proof comes from them and they neither ask what it is or review what they gave me so the 
can learn ani comply. This is not good faith it is the opposite, a pvoerful argument on 
Thaw mak ta nomnly.



              

Ryan is one of these family-living. Godef aring types who likes to try his cases 

on me. So let us give him the chance with the records on me and the withheld records 

on me as an illustration of what "national security" really means $o those who are at 

heart and in spirit authoritarians whose intelligence operations are against those 

Amevicen they do not like or whose writing they do not approves 

They- claim the right to secrecy on the spectro-that the FBI will crumble af it 

is not perpetual. Well, it is function after all those requests and it is functioning 

after they had to dish up what they falsely claim is all. 

Some in every case, including the TOP SECRET, privacys medical. 

Well over a dozen caseSe 

Rell him about the press release, that 1% addressed the contents of my unpublished 

bok, and we now knows, thanks to the Church committee, that they kept secret files on 

me to use clendestinely against me incide top echelons of goverment and extending 

to the Congress. 
It is not because I an subversive. It is the contrary:I am and always have been 

anti-authoritarians a, 
But these veople are dedidated to authoritarianism they described as something 

els: to themselves. Thits all who are for freedom of information so there can be checks 

on secret excesses become enemies of the state to them, as the law is an enemy oz the 

state the way they abuse it. They know better then the law and they have this higher 

authority that compel s them to violate it knowing they violate the law. They do this 

depending on power and immunity at complascency in the judiciary. 

I thinkwe want to ask that they be punished as they themselves demand punishment 

of those who violate other lawse , 

They have defrauded the judge and me and yous They have born false witness in 

their own true belief in what is mirak right. I think they have crossed into perjurye 

With what we do have I think we should press on this before this judge and at the first 

appropriate moment. 80 he would comprehend this is one of the reasons I wanted to get 

all that 5/19 stuff before him as fast as possible. 

At soue point I think he should confront their deliberate toying with hin. 

Lf we ean go ahead with the foregoing in addition to what ne have started we will 

have proven beyond question that they toyed with us. snd the lawe 4nd deliberately. 

I have planse I don,+ Imow that other work will make it possible. 

T’ll vetsurn to the work on 1996 papers first. 

Then I'm going to have to take the time to go over all the CIA requests and responses 

and complete separate fiies on each. This will show their record of stonevalling, false 

pretende and even lies about recaipt of requests. Abide from non-complianse- at the 

initial step where they have no real, problem. 

Then same this with DJ-FBI. 

Sept,


